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PAGE 3 ------------------------------ scene 2 (4 pages) 

// The remaining pages of the story take place in a South 

Carolina bog. Soft soil speckled with puddles of water. Lots 

of shrubbery and tall growing greenery. The majority of trees 

are younger and spread out a bit like a pine savannah. Spanish 

moss hangs from a handful of the larger trees.  //  

Panel 1 

EXTREME CLOSE 

Close on the Mosey’s boot in the saddle stirrup of a stolen 

Union horse. Blood drips off the stirrup. 

1 CAP  An hour later.    

Panel 2 

Mosey is slumped over in his saddle, suffering from exhaustion 

and the numerous wounds on his body.  

The horse walks in a skiddish manner. Its eyes wide with fear, 

snorting a cloud of mist from flared nostrils.  

Mosey extends his hand, patting his steed on the side of its 

sweaty neck in an effort to reassure it. 

2 CAP  Colonel Mosey finds himself treading through 

territory of South Carolina, no confederate 

soldier dare willfully enter.  
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3 CAP  Territory even the Colonel’s stolen horse finds 

unnerving.    

4 MOSEY  Steady girl.    

5 SFX    (GUNSHOT OP) KRAKKKK  

//The SFX should break the border between panels 2 and 3, 

implying the action between the two.// 

Panel 3 

Mosey has been shot by a rifle. In a dynamic motion, he flies 

off the horse from the impact with blood shooting out of his 

shoulder. It’s a non-lethal, but gruesome hit. 

Panel 4 

Captain Stanton, Peter, Charles and a third Union soldier, 

LOGAN sit on horseback and look towards Mosey off frame.  

Peter and Logan hold candle lanterns before them, illuminating 

the immediate vicinity around them. 

Having just taken the shot, Charles holds his rifle extended.  

Stanton glares with narrow eyes and a bitter look on his face. 

Each horse has a rifle saddle strapped to its side. 

6 PETER  Doesn’t look like he’s moving Captain.  

7 STANTON  So help me if you killed him private… 

8 CHARLES No sir. Shoulder, just like you specified. 




